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Prosecutorial discretion is the discretionary power exercised by prosecutors 
to choose between two or more permissible courses of actions. In a narrow sense, 
it means the ability in deciding whether charges should be brought into court, in 
cases where the evidence would justify charges. Japan has invested prosecutors 
with proprio motu powers since Meiji Period for its efficiency benefits, and 
keeps advancing the way the power is being exercised. Under the trend of 
increasing autonomy of prosecutors, Japan, as a country with similar legal 
tradition to us, provides the best model for us. 
This thesis is divided into four chapters. 
The first chapter introduces the history of prosecutorial discretion in Japan，
mainly including the development of prosecutorial discretion under inquisitorial 
system and the characteristics of prosecutorial discretion in different periods, as 
well as the main features and reasons for its smooth development. 
The second chapter elaborates the operating system for prosecutorial 
discretion after war, mainly including the factors considered in exercising the 
power, the rehabilitation system, and the control of discretion such as the 
committee for the inquest of prosecution, quasi indictment procedure and the 
notice system. 
The third chapter presents the developing trend of prosecutorial discretion in 
modern Japan, namely rehabilitation before prosecution and plea-bargaining. For 
rehabilitation before prosecution, this chapter states four models and their pros 
and cons respectively. For plea-bargaining, this chapter analyzes its basis in 
reality and theory, as well as the contents of the draft law. 
The fourth chapter compares the scope, form and control of prosecutorial 
discretion between China and Japan, and comments on the stipulations of 
prosecutorial discretion in China. 
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便宜主义（不起诉裁量权）萌芽自治罪法时期（明治 15 年～22 年），扩张自










                                                   
















































⑤ 早川義郎.我が国における起訴便宜主義の沿革[J].家庭裁判月报, 1971,（1）：16. 
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